A clinician-judged technique for quantifying dysarthric speech based on single-word intelligibility.
A clinician-judged technique for quantifying dysarthric speech based on single-word intelligibility was developed and evaluated in three experiments. Dysarthric speakers were audio-recorded as they read 50-word lists that had been randomly generated from sets of similar sounding words. These tapes were judged by speech pathologists using listening formats that were systematically altered by varying the number of choices available to the judges. Results indicated that some formats were more sensitive to differences that exist among severely dysarthric speakers and others were more sensitive to differences that exist among mild to moderately dysarthric speakers. Judge familiarity with the master word pool increased scores slightly but in a consistent and predictable fashion. Scores from different randomly generated word lists were similar when the influence of a speaker's day-to-day variability was controlled. Clinical implications and uses of this technique for the monitoring of change in speaker performance were discussed.